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The Trustees present their annual report together with the financial statements of the charity for the 
year ended 31 March 2021. 
 
The financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006, the trust deed and Accounting and 
Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their 
accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of 
Ireland (FRS 102) (effective 1 January 2019).  
 
 
REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS 
 
The Trustees and advisers currently in office or who served during the year were as follows: 
 
TRUSTEES 
Julia Cleverdon DCVO CBE (Chairman)  
Frank Carter (until 10 February 2021) 
Louise Doughty (appointed 24 September 2020) 
Luisa Edwards  
Ben Fletcher  
Natasha McMullen 
Joanna Prior (until 10 February 2021) 
Liz Robinson  
Neil Sherlock CBE  
Lara White (Treasurer) 
Professor Clare Wood  
 
PATRON 
Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Cornwall 
 
PRESIDENT 
Baroness Prashar of Runnymede 
 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Amanda Jordan OBE  
   
REGISTERED OFFICE 
68 South Lambeth Road, London SW8 1RL 
 
CHARITY NUMBER   SCOTTISH CHARITY NUMBER 
1116260    SC042944 
 
COMPANY NUMBER 
05836486 
 
AUDITOR 
RSM UK Audit LLP, Portland, 25 High Street, Crawley RH10 1BG 
 
BANKERS 
Lloyds TSB Bank Plc, Law Courts Branch, 222 Strand, London WC1R 2BB 
 
WEBSITE  
www.literacytrust.org.uk 
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
Jonathan Douglas CBE 
 
COMPANY SECRETARY 
Samantha Brookes 
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STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
 
The National Literacy Trust was established by Trust Deed dated 19 November 1992 and 
subsequently registered with the Charity Commission. The status of the Trust was changed with the 
registration of a new charity incorporated in England and Wales in June 2006 and re-registered with 
the Charity Commission.  
 
These are the full accounts of the incorporated charity. The accounts comply with the Companies Act 
2006. The National Literacy Trust is a registered charity (no. 1116260) and a company (no. 
05836486) limited by guarantee up to a maximum of £1 each, per member. 
 
ORGANISATION OF THE CHARITY 
 
The Trustees meet four times per year and have full responsibility for all legal and financial matters. 
Any additions to the membership follow consideration and invitation by the Board of Trustees. The 
Trustees have delegated responsibility for the strategic and financial management of the charity to the 
Chief Executive. New Trustees receive a full induction, briefing them on the strategy, 
campaigns and projects and their responsibilities. The Board is supported by an Audit and Risk 
Committee that meets four times a year.  
 
RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
The Trustees are mindful of the need to identify and assess the major risks facing the charity. 
Appropriate procedures and systems have been implemented to ensure that risks are managed in 
ways to optimise the appropriate and effective use of all resources. A risk assessment has also been 
undertaken with regard to the current economic climate. An Audit and Risk Committee was formed in 
May 2014, to examine financial risks and organisational sustainability in more detail.  
 
Strategic risks are identified on an annual basis as part of the annual delivery plan. Trustees receive a 
quarterly report on the management of these risks at the Audit and Risk Committee; these are then 
reported on to the full Board of Trustees. Because of the extraordinarily unpredictable environment 
created by the coronavirus pandemic, the Committee met most months in 2020/21. The highest 
ranked risks for 2020/21 were failure to secure sufficient core income to sustain the organisation and 
support growth, and the inability of the charity to deliver in the context of disruption caused by the 
pandemic. These risks were mitigated by the development and implementation of strategies that were 
regularly reviewed with progress reported to Trustees at each meeting.  
 
In addition each project maintains its own risk register, and reports on them quarterly to the 
senior management team through a quarterly reporting template.  
 
OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES FOR THE PUBLIC BENEFIT 
 
The formal objectives of the National Literacy Trust are to advance public education in reading, 
writing and other literacy skills.  
 

guidance for charities whose objects include Education. The Trustees have paid due regard to the 
ties undertaken are concerned 

to ensure that a tangible educational benefit is provided to a broad range of people. The Trustees 
consider that the achievements and performance of the charity, as outlined and reviewed below, 
demonstrate success in this regard. 
 
We are an independent charity that transforms lives through literacy. Literacy is made up of the four 
strands of language skills  reading, writing, speaking and listening. 
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Our mission 
We give children and young people from disadvantaged communities the literacy skills to succeed in 
life. 
 
Our values 
To achieve our vision we need to be focused, enterprising and connecting.  
 
Our approaches 
We have three ways of addressing our mission. They are: 
 
1. We work with schools to raise literacy levels. 
2. We maximise our impact by focusing on the most disadvantaged areas. 
3. We campaign to change behaviours and make literacy a priority. 
 
These strategies are delivered through a range of projects which receive restricted funding:  
 
In schools and early years settings 
 
 Young Readers Programme  inspiring disadvantaged children and young people to read for 

enjoyment  
 Young Writers  inspiring children to improve their writing skills through partnerships between 

schools and cultural venues 
 Words for Work  promoting literacy for employment through partnerships between schools and 

business 
 Sport and Literacy programmes  engaging children in literacy using the motivational power of 

sport 
 Literacy for Learning  raising literacy levels in secondary schools 
 Love our Libraries  improving primary school libraries, including Puffin World of Stories  
 NewsWise  empowering pupils to access, understand, analyse and participate in the news. 

 
In communities  
 
 Early Words Together  working with early years settings to support families with learning in the 

home 
 Literacy Hubs and local campaigns  intensive place-based literacy programmes established in 

Middlesbrough, Peterborough, Bradford, Stoke on Trent, Swindon, Nottingham, Hastings, the 
North Yorkshire Coast, Manchester, Birmingham and Doncaster, literacy campaigns in Blackpool 
and the North East and an early years partnership across the Black Country authorities in the 
West Midlands 

 Books Unlocked  encouraging prisoners to read for enjoyment  
 Small Talk  helping parents turn the activities they are already doing with their child every day 

 
 
The National Literacy Trust offers a schools membership programme which gathers and 
disseminates best practice in teaching literacy through online resources, competitions and enabling 
schools to work together in clusters. The charity also supports schools with evidence-based training 
programmes for teachers.  
 

foundations and corporate organisations, and from funding from individuals. The principal funders are 
WHSmith, , 
Morrisons Foundation, the Mercers Company, Rank Foundation, Bupa Foundation, the Big Lottery 
Fund, Comic Relief, Harper Collins and Sport England who provide funding towards core activities 
such as website development, our Literacy Hubs, support for schools, research and policy work. The 
JJ Charitable Trust funds Literacy for Learning. British Land and WHSmith are the main supporters of 
the Young Readers Programme. Kindred Squared Foundation has funded the development of the 
Virtual School Library. Premier League Foundation supports Premier League Primary Stars. The 
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Booker Prize Foundation and the Rothschild Foundation support our work in prisons. The Department 
for Education funds Small Talk. Penguin Random House funds the Read North East campaign and 
Puffin World of Stories. Arts Council England funds Connecting Stories.  
 
Our senior management team comprises Jonathan Douglas, Chief Executive; Sam Brookes, Director 
of Resources; Guy Fowles, Director of Marketing and Communications; Fiona Evans, Director of 
School Programmes; Darranda Rowswell, Director of Development and Rosemary Thomas, Director 
of Operations. The pay of the senior management team is agreed by Trustees.  
 
OUR PRIORITIES IN OUR THREE-YEAR STRATEGY 
 
Improving literacy is a national priority for the UK. It sits at the heart of economic success and 
sustainability, fairness and equal opportunities. The National Literacy Trust exists to lead the national 
campaign to raise awareness of the issue and find solutions which mobilise the resources of the 
business, corporate and third sectors.  
 

Our priority is the 
relationship between low literacy and poverty, which are mutually reinforcing and intergenerational. 
 
The mission of the National Literacy Trust is to break the relationship between low literacy and 
poverty to give a new generation the skills to fulfil their opportunities. 
 

-year rolling strategy which describes how we 
will deliver our mission. This strategy is extended and reviewed annually, responding to the changing 
content of our work, through discussions with our partners and beneficiaries.  
 
OUR ACTIVITIES 2020/21 
 

/21 was reframed at the end of March 2020 when, as a result of 
the coronavirus pandemic and the first national lockdown, the majority of children and young people 
shifted to home learning and families  
 
In this context our mission became more pressing: w
in the poorest communities would be significantly weaker  1 in 11 children from disadvantaged 
communities do not own a single book and up to 40% of adults in our Hub communities have literacy 
issues. School closures would significantly exacerbate the literacy attainment gap.  
 
However, the partnerships and face-to-face mechanisms which we had used to deliver our work 
became suddenly inoperable as libraries were closed and the vast majority of children were not in 
school. We needed a new strategy to deliver our mission. 
 
For the majority of families the best way for the National Literacy Trust to offer literacy support during 
lockdown was through digital platforms. However, we were also aware that 30% of disadvantaged 
households would not have access to good quality broadband even if they had a laptop or tablet. 
Therefore, there was also an immediate need to support families with physical resources of books, 
writing pads, stationery and other tangible resources. We urgently needed routes to get these directly 
into the hands of fami  
 
These two strands  digital support and physical resources for the digitally excluded  became the 
focus of our strategy in 2020/21. 
 
However, the context changed significantly throughout the year as the nation moved through 
lockdowns and re-openings of schools and libraries and local services. In response, we maintained an 
agile approach to delivering our mission throughout the year. As a result, our work in 2020/21 fell into 
three distinct phases:  
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Phase 1: First national lockdown, April to June  
 
Aim: Maintain the engagement of children and young people in literacy activities to prevent the 
literacy gap from widening.  
 
The charity immediately moved to a two-pronged delivery model to fulfil its mission, which was 
negotiated with existing funders. It built on the established strengths of the  programmes and 
Hubs and ensured that families from disadvantaged communities could continue to access literacy 
support during lockdown:  
  

Grow digital support direct to learners and families nationally and locally 
We launched two new online platforms: Family Zone to support literacy of children out of 
school up to the age of 11 and Zone In to support the literacy of secondary-aged students. 
We worked with all our publisher partners to ensure that high-quality resources were available 
free of charge. We also repurposed content from our schools programmes to enable them to 
continue to work with children and young people. We launched digital platforms and networks 
for each of our Hub areas to support social networks and parenting during lockdown. We 
launched the Book of Hopes with Bloomsbury as an online publication on our website to 
support literacy and wellbeing.  
 
Support the digitally-excluded with physical resources 

access digital learning, and who were unlikely to have books and resources to support them 
at home. Working through our Hubs and community partners, including foodbanks and 
community charities, we distributed books, literacy resources and writing assets.  

 
Both these approaches built on existing strategic commitments. We had already committed to 
strengthening our direct digital interface with consumers and the link with a diverse range of 
community and frontline partnerships is an integral element of our strategy in our Hubs. The 
pandemic massively accelerated this development. 
 
By the end of July the National Literacy Trust had distributed over 300k books and literacy packs 
directly into the hands of children and families in the most disadvantaged areas, all our programmes 
had continued to deliver and over 500k unique users had accessed our new online literacy support.  
 
Phase 2: Reopening of schools, July to December 
 
Aim: Re-engage  wellbeing through literacy activities. 
 
The gradual reopening of schools in the summer term was followed by ongoing disruption in the 
autumn when local and partial lockdowns were impacting on schools and learners.  
 
During this period the National Literacy Trust delivered its mission in a blended way. We continued to 
develop digital assets that would be vital in supporting children during ongoing disruption to schools. 
Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Cornwall launched our Virtual School Library at Ivydale Primary 
School in Southwark in September. This for hundreds 
of thousands of young readers. We -to-face 
support for children was strengthened  we recruited 90 schools in Middlesbrough, Tyneside, 
Nottingham and London to the Puffin World of Stories campaign that is restocking primary school 
libraries in disadvantaged areas and training library coordinators. 
 
Re-engaging learners who had been unable to attend schools was a priority and our programmes 
were a vital resource for many schools in promoting reading and writing for enjoyment. The theme of 
racial justice in the context of Black Lives Matters was an important focus, resonating strongly with 
young learners, and the online Sofa Sessions on Zone In with well-known poets from minority ethnic 
communities were a highlight of the summer.  
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We aimed to ensure that as well as supporting literacy, all our work would also benefit the emotional 
wellbeing of children and young people who had been profoundly affected by the pandemic. By 
September, across our Hubs and schools programmes, we were working with the dual focus of 
literacy and wellbeing. The Book of Hopes became key to this approach. With the support of the Bupa 
Foundation and Bloomsbury Publishing, 15,000 copies were sent to 5,000 primary schools with 
supporting resources and activities. We also launched the massively successful My Dear New Friend 
letter-writing campaign connecting older people in care homes, isolated because of the pandemic, 
with children in their communities through letter writing activities. 
 
Phase 3: Return to lockdown, January to March 
 
Aim: Maintain literacy engagement and skills and support wellbeing.  
 
With the announcement of the January lockdown, the majority of children were again not able to be in 
school. However, a larger number of children continued to attend than in the first lockdown. The 
online teaching and learning platforms that schools adopted were by this stage more developed than 
they had been the previous year. The national default solution  although not universally used  had 
become the Oak National Academy. The DfE and philanthropic interventions meant that more 
children were able to access learning online. However, it remained the case that many young people 

rrespective of hardware access. By January, it was also well 
understood that lockdowns impact negatively on wellbeing. Whilst early years settings were allowed 
to remain open, research from the first lockdown showed that under-twos in the most disadvantaged 
homes would be likely to be highly impacted, partly because they could not access books in public 
libraries.  
 
The National Literacy Trust responded by identifying two priorities, a revised version of the approach 
used to address the first lockdown: 

 
Deliver content to support children in school and learning at home, ensuring integration 

 teaching 

School Library was relaunched as an integrated element of the Oak National Academy, attracting 
a quarter of a million users in the first month. A particular highlight was World Book Day when we 
delivered mass online activities throughout the day, involving HRH The Duchess of Cornwall, 
Harry Kane and the England football squ Cressida Cowell, 
reaching thousands of children in homes and in schools. In our Hub areas we launched the Arts 
Council England-funded Connecting Stories programme, with the support of 52 artists and 26 
publishers, producing online events inspiring tens of thousands of young people in our Hub 
communities. 
 
Provide physical resources to support the reading and writing for digitally excluded 
children and families  
Our partners and supporters again responded generously to supporting our work with the 
donation of an additional 150,000 books. As a result, large-scale distributions of books and 
stationery resources occurred through frontline partners in our Hubs. We made a successful 
emergency bid for £250k from the DfE for resources to specifically support families with pre-
school children in the most disadvantaged communities. 

 
An important strand of th
Throughout 2020/21, despite many prisoners being kept in their cells during the pandemic and the 
closure of prison libraries and learning and skills units, we maintained our work in prisons and Young 
Offender Institutions. A vital resource for many prisoners has been the thousands of books which are 
delivered directly by the National Literacy Trust the broadcasting of our 
nightly programme on National Prison Radio, Books Unlocked, in partnership with the Booker Prize 
Foundation.  
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OUR TARGETS FOR 2020/21 
 

access online learning  
We distributed 575,643 books, magazines and writing resources to support children during lockdown 
in disadvantaged communities. 
 
500,000 families using our online literacy support  
We had over 1,000,000 unique users to our family focused website Words for Life. 
 
Support the literacy of over 1m children  
We supported the literacy of more than 1.8m children: we reached 267,763 young people through 
programmes and activities, 575,643 through the distribution of books and literacy reading resources 
and over a million users online. 
 
Work with 4,000 schools to support a recovery curriculum  
We worked with 6,492 schools in 2020/21, supporting their efforts to re-engage and inspire learners. 
 
OUR TARGETS FOR 2021/22 
 
Work with 4,500 schools to address literacy recovery 
 

 
 
Support 1m young people and families with digital literacy resources 
 
FINANCIAL REVIEW 
 
The financial activities of the year are set out in detail on the attached pages. The net movement 
of funds for the year was an increase of £696,495. This comprised an increase in restricted funds 
of £350,880 and an increase in unrestricted funds of £345,615. Overall, the charity's funds 
increased from £2,233,281 at the beginning of the year to £2,929,776 at the year end, of which 
£432,659 was in unrestricted funds and £2,497,117 in restricted funds. 
 
Total income for the year has increased from £6.3m in 2019/20 to £7.1m in 2020/21. Following the 
initial impact of the coronavirus pandemic at the start of the year, we had budgeted to maintain 
income at the 2018/19 level. However, instead we were able to maximise our income from emergency 
relief sources as well as maintaining our existing funder relationships. We anticipate maintaining our 
income at this level in 2021/22. We have new bids in place to maintain income in the absence of 
emergency relief sources this year, as well as maintaining or growing existing funder relationships.  
 
Total expenditure for the year increased by £0.3m from £6.1m in 2019/20 to £6.4m in 2020/21. 
 
There are several strategies around income aimed at covering core costs: ensuring that funding 
bids carry the right level of cost allocation, a funding strategy for unrestricted costs and ensuring 
as much charitable activity as possible is funded through unrestricted sources. 
 
We finished the year with a strong reserves position. Although we view this year as challenging, as 
businesses evaluate the impact of both Brexit and the coronavirus pandemic, based on both the 
current position and the forecasts, the Trustees believe that the National Literacy Trust is in a 
reasonable position and has a robust income and expenditure strategy in place. 
 
The Trustees believe that the charity has sufficient funds to continue its activities for at least twelve 
months from the date of signing of the financial statements and that there are no material uncertainties 
impacting upon that assessment. 
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POLICY ON RESERVES  
 
Total funds at 31 March 2021 were £2,929,776 (2020: £2,233,281). Restricted funds, not available  
for the general purposes of the charity, were at £ 2,497,117 (2020: £2,143,343). There were no  
designated funds held.  
 
The Trustees aim to maintain free reserves in unrestricted funds at a level which equates to 
approximately three months of unrestricted expenditure.  
 
The charity holds free reserves in order to:  
 
 provide working capital  
 allow the organisation to provide continuity of service if income levels fluctuate, thereby giving 

time to seek new sources of revenue  
 allow the organisation to provide continuity of service if it had to cope with increases in 

expenditure that could not be accurately forecast  
 ensure that in the worst possible circumstances it would be able to pay all creditors and wind up 

the organisation.  
 
The balance held as unrestricted funds at 31 March 2021 was £432,659, all of which is regarded as 
free reserves. This is over three months of unrestricted expenditure (this calculation is tailored as 
appropriate to include only relevant costs for continuing the charity). The strategy is to maintain the 
reserves at this level and continue to aim to increase them in line with the growing size of the 
organisation.  
 
The Trustees are confident that this will be achievable. 
 
POLICY ON FUNDRAISING 
  
The charity does not employ any external professional fundraisers or consultants, and is very careful 
to comply with all proposed and enacted legislation in this space. 
 

 
 
The Trustees (who are also directors of The National Literacy Trust) for the purposes of company law) 
are responsible for preparing the Trustees' Report and the financial statements in accordance with 
applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice). 
 
Company law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give 
a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the charitable company and of the incoming resources 
and application of resources, including the income and expenditure, of the charitable company for that 
period. In preparing these financial statements, the Trustees are required to: 
 
 select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently 
 observe the methods and principles in the Charities SORP 
 make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent 
 state whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject to any material 

departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements 
 prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume 

that the charitable company will continue in business. 
 

The Trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with reasonable 
accuracy at any time the financial position of the charitable company and enable them to ensure that 
the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for 
safeguarding the assets of the charitable company and hence for taking reasonable steps for the 
prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities. 
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The Trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial 
information included on the charitable company's website. Legislation in the United Kingdom other 
jurisdictions. 
 
STATEMENT AS TO DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO AUDITOR 

 
The Trustees who were in office on the date of approval of these financial statements have confirmed, 
as far as they are aware, that there is no relevant audit information of which the auditor is unaware. 
Each of the Trustees have confirmed that they have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken 
as Trustees in order to make themselves aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that 
it has been communicated to the auditor. 
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I am immensely proud to have chaired the National Literacy Trust in 2020/21. In the toughest of years 
the charity has had a huge impact on the literacy of children, young people and families in our most 
disadvantaged communities. Tragically these communities have borne the brunt of the pandemic  
health and financial inequalities have been exacerbated and all the evidence is now showing that the 
literacy gap has grown as a result of the temporary closure of libraries and the fact that the majority of 
pupils have not been able to attend schools.  
 
In the past year the National Literacy Trust has worked heroically to minimise the impact of the 
pandemic on the reading and writing skills in these communities. The agility with which it has met this 
challenge means that more than half a million digitally excluded children could carry on reading and 
learning with books and physical resources which the charity delivered to them through frontline 
partnerships in our Hub communities. And well over a million young people accessed the National 

 and literacy activities and events online. As the data begins to come through 
it is apparent that the pandemic has widened the gap more in maths and in other subjects than in 
literacy for primary aged children. I know that the National Literacy forts have played a vital 
part in softening the impact. 
 
The Patronage of Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Cornwall has been a source of great 
inspiration for the team and our partners during the last year. It was a great honour to welcome Her 
Royal Highness to the launch of our Virtual School Library and to our National Assembly for World 

families we support has strengthened our mission. 
 
I am incredibly gr business leaders 
over the past twelve months. They recognise not only the social and moral imperative for raising 
literacy levels but who also that the economy itself can only recover if literacy skills are in place. The 
2021 Literacy Business Pledge has been signed by a group of 83 businesses, convened by KPMG, 
who are committed to addressing the literacy challenge in partnership with the National Literacy Trust. 
These partnerships have emp it is the support of 

reading; it is the investment of British Land in the literacy of the communities that has brought reading 
alive for the most disadvantaged children in the darkest days of last year; it is the commitment of the 
Bupa Foundation to reading for wellbeing that has put the Book of Hopes into 5,000 schools. I am 
grateful for their support and inspired by their commitment. 
 
In the past year we have been thrilled to grow our partnership with Arts Council England. Their 
support for Connecting Stories, a national festival of reading and writing delivered through our Hubs, 
is enabling us to engage thousands of young people with activities which engage and excite them and 
also to convene a new national alliance of publishers working with us to promote reading and writing 
activities in our Hub communities.  
 
The National Literacy Trust is fortunate to have a highly committed staff team and a group of 
supportive trustees. Throughout 2020/21 they have worked in partnership, driven by a shared vision 
of the power of literacy, to ensure that the charity has continued to fulfil its mission in the face of so 
much suffering and disruption. Together they are committed to ensuring that higher levels of literacy 
provide a platform for educational and economic recovery.   
 
 
 
 
Dame Julia Cleverdon DCVO CBE  
Chairman 
 
Date  
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Opinion  

We have audited the financial statements of the National Literacy Trust  
the year ended 31 March 2021 which comprise  the Statement of Financial Activities, the Balance 
Sheet, the Statement of Cash Flows and notes to the financial statements, including significant 
accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is 
applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, 

(United Kingdom Generally 
Accepted Accounting Practice). 

 

In our opinion the financial statements: 

 31 March 2021 and 
of its incoming resources and application of resources, including its income and expenditure, for 
the year then ended; 

 have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practice; and 

 have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006, the 
Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation 8 of the Charities Accounts 
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended). 

 

Basis for opinion 

We have been appointed auditor under section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Act 2005 and under the Companies Act 2006 and report to you in accordance with 
regulations made under those Acts. 

 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and 

responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. We are independent of 
the charitable company in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of 

ard and we have fulfilled our 
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit 
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

 

Conclusions relating to going concern 

In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded that the 
basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is appropriate. 
 
Based on the work we have performed, we have not identified any material uncertainties relating to 
events or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on the charitable 

 as a going concern for a period of at least twelve months from when the 
financial statements are authorised for issue. 
 

Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the trustees with respect to going concern are 
described in the relevant sections of this report. 

 

Other information 

The other information comprises the information included in the Report of the Trustees other than the 
The trustees are responsible for the other 

information contained within the Report of the Trustees. Our opinion on the financial statements does 
not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we 
do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.  

 

Our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other 
information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the 
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course of the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material 
inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether this gives 
rise to a material misstatement in the financial statements themselves.  If, based on the work we have 
performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are 
required to report that fact. 

 

We have nothing to report in this regard. 

 

Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006 

In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit: 

 the information given in the Report of the Trustees, which includes the 
prepared for the purposes of company law, for the financial year for which the financial 
statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements; and 

 Report of the Trustees has been prepared in 
accordance with applicable legal requirements. 

 

Matters on which we are required to report by exception 

In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the charitable company and its environment 
obtained in the course of the audit, we have not 
Report included within the Report of the Trustees.  

 

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Companies Act 2006 and the 
Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended) requires us to report to you if, in our 
opinion: 

 adequate accounting records have not been kept, or returns adequate for our audit have not 
been received from branches not visited by us; or 

 the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or 
 

 we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit; or 

 the trustees were not entitled to prepare the financial statements in accordance with the small 
companies regime and take advantage of the small companies exemptions in preparing the 

from requirements to prepare 
a strategic report. 

 

Responsibilities of trustees 

set out on page 8 and 9, the 
trustees (who are also the directors of the charitable company for the purposes of company law) are 
responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true 
and fair view, and for such internal control as the trustees determine is necessary to enable the 
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error. 

 

In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are responsible for assessing the charitable 
atters related to going 

concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the trustees either intend to liquidate 
the charitable company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 

 

 audit of the financial statements 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 

that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement 
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 
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or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 
taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

 

The extent to which the audit was considered capable of detecting irregularities, including 
fraud 

Irregularities are instances of non-compliance with laws and regulations.  The objectives of our audit 
are to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding compliance with laws and regulations that 
have a direct effect on the determination of material amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements, to perform audit procedures to help identify instances of non-compliance with other laws 
and regulations that may have a material effect on the financial statements, and to respond 
appropriately to identified or suspected non-compliance with laws and regulations identified during the 
audit.   

 

In relation to fraud, the objectives of our audit are to identify and assess the risk of material 
misstatement of the financial statements due to fraud, to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence 
regarding the assessed risks of material misstatement due to fraud through designing and 
implementing appropriate responses and to respond appropriately to fraud or suspected fraud 
identified during the audit.   

 

However, it is the primary responsibility of management, with the oversight of those charged with 
governance, to ensure that the entity's operations are conducted in accordance with the provisions of 
laws and regulations and for the prevention and detection of fraud. 

 

In identifying and assessing risks of material misstatement in respect of irregularities, including fraud, 
the audit engagement team:  

 obtained an understanding of the nature of the sector, including the legal and regulatory 
frameworks that the charitable company operates in and how the charitable company is 
complying with the legal and regulatory frameworks; 

 inquired of management, and those charged with governance, about their own identification 
and assessment of the risks of irregularities, including any known actual, suspected or alleged 
instances of fraud; 

 discussed matters about non-compliance with laws and regulations and how fraud might 
occur including assessment of how and where the financial statements may be susceptible to 
fraud. 

 
As a result of these procedures we consider the most significant laws and regulations that have a 
direct impact on the financial statements are FRS 102, Charities SORP (FRS 102), Companies Act 
2006, the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation 8 of the Charities 

governing document, tax legislation and Charities (Protection and Social Investment) Act 2016. We 
performed audit procedures to detect non-compliances which may have a material impact on the 
financial statements which included reviewing the financial statements including the Report of the 
Trustees and remaining alert to new or unusual transactions which may not be in accordance with the 
governing documents. 

 

The most significant laws and regulations that have an indirect impact on the financial statements are 
those in relation to the General Data Protection Regulations.  We performed audit procedures to 
inquire of management whether the charitable company is in compliance with these law and 
regulations and inspected minutes. 

 

The audit engagement team identified the risk of management override of controls as the area where 
the financial statements were most susceptible to material misstatement due to fraud.  Audit 
procedures performed included but were not limited to testing manual journal entries and other 
adjustments, evaluating the business rationale in relation to significant, unusual transactions and 
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transactions entered into outside the normal course of business and challenging judgments and 
estimates.

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the 
http://www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description 

Use of our report 

Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006
accordance with section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and 
regulation 10 of the Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).  Our audit work 

permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the charitable 

the opinions we have formed.

Zoe Longstaff-Tyrrell (Senior Statutory Auditor)

For and on behalf of RSM UK AUDIT LLP, Statutory Auditor 

Chartered Accountants

Portland

25 High Street

Crawley

West Sussex RH10 1BG

Date 14 October 2021
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